Pexip® Infinity. The Scalable Meeting Platform.

Pexip enables video conferencing for everyone
Enterprise-quality video conferencing has traditionally been very expensive, complex to manage,
difficult to use, and hard to scale to more than a handful of users.
Not any more. Enter Pexip Infinity, the scalable meeting platform. Now you can provide everyone in your organization with their own
Virtual Meeting Room at a fraction of the cost of traditional systems, in a way that is as easy to use and manage as telephone or email.
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Solves the any-to-any video conferencing puzzle
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Pexip Infinity enables your legacy video conferencing systems to connect to Microsoft Lync, web browsers,
tablets and smartphones, audio conferences, and much more. Pexip Infinity brings every video conferencing
system
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It just works.
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Connects Lync to anything

Pexip Infinity sits perfectly alongside your existing Microsoft Lync environment. It allows Lync users to meet with
others regardless of what system they are using – Lync, web browsers or traditional video conferencing systems.
Of course, everyone will enjoy wideband audio, high definition video and cross-platform presentation sharing.
Works seamlessly with Lync 2010, 2013 and Lync Online.

Provides cost-efficient video to everyone – regardless of scale

Pexip Infinity enables you to provide high definition video conferencing to everyone in your organization,
for the cost of a cup of coffee per day. Videoconferencing increases efficiency and keeps workers'
productivity up.

100% software ensures you are always up to date

Because Pexip Infinity is virtualized software, it provides access to updates, enhancements and new
features. And you can choose how and when you update, scale, deploy and manage the platform.
Running as Virtual Machines on VMware ESXi or Microsoft Hyper-V means your team can manage
Infinity as simply as any other enterprise software.

Video conferencing and Unified Communications provided by IT

You deploy Pexip Infinity just like any other enterprise software - in your own datacenter, in a private cloud
or in a public cloud. Infinity can also be deployed in a hybrid fashion – partly on premises, partly in the
cloud. Pexip Infinity uses the licensing models you are familiar with. It simply enables you to manage the
entire collaboration solution from the comfort of your own desk, saving money in every way.

Easy to use – easy to embrace

Pexip Infinity allows your users to simply continue working the way they always have. They do not require
a new client, endpoint or software – they simply continue to use the tools they are accustomed to. This
promotes adoption rates and usage – and saves you money for training and support.

